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No. 1 (Oct. 1980)
Presidental Address … Masayoshi UOZUMI
Congratulatory Address  
……………………… Roger MATTHEWS
Comment les choses étaient aperçues au 
XVe siècle? : Sur le “Doubleportrait dit de 
Giovanni Arnolfini et sa femme.” 
…………………………… Hisara KONDO
Dürer and Form ……………… Eiichi SAITO
A Pattern of the Acceptance of Catholicism 
in Japan…………… Sayuri SHIMOZAWA
On the Social Background of the Reformation 
in Lübeck …………… Hiroshi MUNESUE
Aspects of “Individuality” in an 
Understanding of Culture 
……………………… Yuichi SUNAKAWA
No. 2 (Apr. 1981)
‘Mono’ and ‘Miru’ in Bashō (a Study of 
Bashō’s Theory on the Poetic Creation): 
Concerning the Syncrisis (Comparison) 
of Litarature …………… Hajime ISHIDA
A Study of the Michi-Yukis in “Double Love 
Suicide at Sonezaki”… Fumio YOSHIOKA
A Study of the Change of World View of 
Korean Shil-hak Thought with Particular 
Reference to the Puk-hak School 
………………………………Sung Jhon LEE
Yung Wing in America as a Student 
……………………… Masako FUJIMOTO
Fukuzawa Yukichi’s Approach to Korea 
with the Principle of “Civilixation”: in 
Contrast to the Genyōsha’s Approach 
……………………………… Yutaka SATO
No. 3 (Oct. 1981)
From Shadowie Types to Truth: Typological 
Imagination in Dante, Milton and Early 
American Puritan Literature 
……………………………… Naoki ONISHI
Some Mysteries of “King Oedipus” 
…………………………Fumio YOSHIOKA
Meaning of Craft for Yanagi Soetsu 
………………………… Sumiko NAGATA
Transcendence of Beauty and Human 
Existence ………………Atsushi TANAKA
No. 4 (May 1982)
Indetermined-Determined Layer Structure 
of “Role-Being” …… Yuichi SUNAGAWA
Das Problem der Authentizität der 
Erfahrung bei Kleist: Bewußtsein und 
Gefühlin der „Marquise von O...“ 
………………………… Yuko FURUSAWA
On Berger’s ‘Relativizing the Relativizers’ 
…………………………… Makoto SATOW
The Formation of the Urban Community at 
Cologne ………………… Noriko OKUDA
La technique de composition de Tatsuo Hori 
……………………… Yoshiko MATSUDA
No. 5 (Nov. 1982)
Under the Cope of Hell: the Comic Element in 
“Paradise Lost”……Kazumi SHIMODATE
The Women of the First Christian “Daimio,” 
Sumitada Omura …Sayuri SHIMOZAWA
A propos de la “Chronique” de Georges 
Chastellain …………… Hisara KONDO
No. 6 (Jun. 1983)
A Dramatic Overture: A Study of Hamlet 
witt Special Reference to the Opening 
Scene …………………Fumio YOSHIOKA
Le chapitre IX du livre IV de Chronique de 
Georges Chastellain dont la dernière 
partie est jusqu’ici inconnue : le texte 
établi d’après “BL Additional Manuscript 
54156” …………… (par Hisara KONDO)
Du nouveau sur la Chronique de Georges 
Chastellain …………… Hisara KONDO
Nature, Gods and Man in ‘Ceyx and 
Alcyone Idyll’ in Ovid’s Metamorphoses 
…………………………Yoko MIZUSHIMA
Poèms en français de Rilke …Yutaka IKEDA
The Political Thought of Reinhold Niebuhr 
and the American Tradition of Public 
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Das Problem der Schuld in Heinrich von 
Kleists „Prinz Friedrich von Homburg“ 
und Matsuko Akimotos „Kaison, der 
Priester von Hitachi“  
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The Displacement of the Omniscient 
Narrator and the Emergence of the 
Protean Narrator in the Nineteenth-
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<Research Note> ………Yuichi SUNAGAWA
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The Poetry of Otsuki Tetsuo: Tracing His 
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Indian Social Studies and His Crisis 
Consciousness ………… Kota TSUMORI
The Imagery of Water and Knots in “The 
Love Suicide at Amijima” (1): The Love and 
Agony of Koharu …Kazumi SHIMODATE
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Ōe, Taku’s “Assist” in the Attempt at 
Independence of Kan-gai (1907-1909) 
……………………………… Kei NEMOTO
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……………………………… Toshiya YUKI
A Semantic Study on the General Positioning 
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…………………………… Rui KOHIYAMA
The Book of Job and The Ancient Near 
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of Osan ………… Kazumi SHIMODATE
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Das Problem des Eigentums in Hegels 
Rechtsphilosophie … Shigeki HIRAYAMA
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A. K. Saran, “A Prolegomenon to Nuclear 
Disarmament and World Peace,” Gandhi 
Marg, vol.1, no.38+39, Gandhi Peace 
Foundation, Delhi, May and June, 1982. 
…………………………… Kota TSUMORI
No. 10 (Nov. 1985)
One Type of the Indigenous Libertarian 
in Modern Japan: Self and Society in 
Ishikawa Sanshiro …… Atsuko INADA
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Kingship and Social Order in Classical 
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Dharmaśāstra and Arthaśāstra 
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“Laughter” ………………Rui KOHIYAMA
Subjectivity in the Language of Discourse 
and Narration: Examples of Two First 
Person Narratives ………… Keiko MAKI
The Waste Land 1922 by T. S. Eliot (1) 
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The Waste Land 1922 by T. S. Eliot (2) 
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<Research Note>
On Some Features of the World of 
Zuhandensein ……Yuichi SUNAKAWA
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No. 13 (Jan. 1987)
On the Logos of Heraclitus  
………………… Naoshi MATSUBAYASHI
Wanderings of the Noble: Heike Monogatari 
and Paradise Lost …………… Kosei ONO
The Worlds as the Field of Existence: An 
Essay concerning Comparative Culture II 
……………………………… Toshiya YUKI
The Types of Asian Ecumenism: Chinese 
and Indian Cases ………… T. David ITO
The Concept of History in Nietszche’s Earlier 
Writings (Part II) ……… Takafumi NODA
<Research Note>
A Note on the Notion of Troisième sens of 
Roland Barthes ……………Toru TAKEDA
No. 14 (Sep. 1987)
Apollo, Dioscuri, Mortals: The Ending of 
Euripides’ Electra ……… Shogo HIRATA
George Herbert, His Faith & Poetry 
…………………………… Machiko SAITO
A New Approach to Saga Study in the 
1970’s in Terms of Structuralism 
…………………… Mayumi FURUKAWA
Appreciative Analysis of the Traditional 
Chinese Culture: Dealing with the Case 
of Protestant Missionary W. A. P. Martin 
……………………………… CHU Lin-Lin
<Research Note>
In the Autumn of Eiroku 5th (1562) Christão-
Music in Funai, Bungo …Shin’ya AGARIO
No. 15 (Jun. 1988)
P. Tilich’s Doctrine of God … Kunihiro ANDO
The Optics of the Play (1): With Reference to 
Nietzsche’s Thought in the First Half of 
the 1880’s ………… Hitomi GOROMARU
Good & Evil in Paradise Lost …Machiko SAITO
<Document Review>
Das Statut von der Bruderschaft der 
Weltlichen Musikanten, Sogenannt 
<Grunrolle>, in Hamburg (1691) 
……………………………Shin’ya AGARIO
<Special Essay>
The Vision and Design for the Ph.D. 
Program of Comparative Culture at ICU 
…………………… Kiyoko TAKEDA CHO
No. 16 (Dec. 1988)
Age of Reform: Social Thought of 
Transcendentalism …… Chisako HARA
Visigothic Spain in the Later 6th Century 
Studied through the Rebellion of 
Hermenegild …………… Kaori ADACHI
The Optics of the Play (II): With Reference 
to Nietzsche’s Thought in the First Half 
of the 1880’s ……… Hitomi GOROMARU
Romeo and Juliet: The Lover’s Journey to 
Death …………… Kazumi SHIMODATE
Action, End and Subject in Hegel’s 
Philosophy of Right …Shigeki HIRAYAMA
No. 17 (Dec. 1989)
Tradition and Continuation of Hidden 
Christianity: A Case Study of Maeshima, 
Gotō Rettō ………… Megumi TAKASAKI
Nietzsche’s Criticism of Historical Research 
and His Own Historical Thinking in the 
Birth of Tragedy (I) ………Takafumi NODA
Origines des acteurs = auteurs du Kyōgen 
(I) :  milieu social et mental qui servit à la 
formation du drame comique 
………………… Naoshi MATSUBAYASHI
<Note>
Scope of Hiromatsu’s “Theory of Expression”: 
A Digest of Wataru Hiromatsu’s Hyojo (1)  
……………………… Yuichi SUNAKAWA
No. 18 (Mar. 1990)
Gandhi and the Khilafat Movement 
…………………………… Ayako TOKUDA
Nietzsche’s Criticism of Historical Research 
and His Own Historical Thinking in the 
Birth of Tragedy (II) …… Takafumi NODA
Origines des acteurs = auteurs du Kyōgen 
(II) : milieu social et mental qui servit à 
la formation du drame comique 
………………… Naoshi MATSUBAYASHI
<Note>
Perception of Expression and Insight into 
Role-Expectation: A Digest of Wataru 
Hiromatsu’s Hyojo (2)  
……………………… Yuichi SUNAKAWA
No. 19 (Jun. 1990)
An Approach to the Night Revels of Myriads 
of Demons by Sekien Toriyama 
……………………… Yasuko YOKOYAMA
Surprised by Joy ………… Machiko SAITO
Origines des acteurs = auteurs du Kyōgen 
(III) : milieu social et mental qui servit à 




Zadruga: Eine Mythe in Balkan I 
…………………… Mayumi FURUKAWA
No. 20 (Dec. 1990)
Some Aspects of the ‘Multiplicities’ as 
Necessary Conditions in the Theory of 
the Rule in Wittgenstein’s Philosophical 
Investigations: A Study on the Relation 
between McGinn’s Multiple Application 
Thesis as the Diachronic and Kripke’s 
Community Theory as the Idiosynchronic 
………………………………… Naoki SOYA
C. S. Lewis and Spenser’s Images of Life 
…………………………… Machiko SAITO
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Digest of Wataru Hiromatsu’s Hyojo (3) 
……………………… Yuichi SUNAKAWA
No. 21 (Jun. 1991)
Der Schwäbische Biblizismus: Zur Blutlehre 
von J. A. Bengel ……… Hiroshi KUBOTA
Liang Ch’i-ch’ao as Publisher (1): A Study of 
the Intellectual Activities of Liang Ch’i-
ch’ao’s Early Years …… Mariko MATSUE
The Craftsmen Struggle of Cologne in 1396 
……………………… Guan-zeng ZHANG
<Note>
A Research for Jacob de Senleches: Does 
No-one Know Who He Was? 
……………………………Shin’ya AGARIO
No. 22 (Mar. 1992)
A Study of the Representation of A Stupa 
on the Halo of Guze Kannon 
………………… Hirokazu YATSUNAMI
The Theme of Evil in Shakespeare I: A Study 
of Tsubouchi Shōyō’s Interpretation of 
Macbeth …………… Yasuko YOKOYAMA
Beckett et le Nō ………… Sagami NIIKURA
“The Idiot Boy”: Wordsworth’s Cultural 
Critique ……………… Hiroshi TAKUBO
No. 23 (Sep. 1992)
A Study of Motivation in Language: 
Concerning Linguistic Categorization and 
Human Metaphorical Thinking Part (1) 
…………………… Mitsuko TAKAHASHI
The Theme of Evil in Shakespeare II: A Study 
of Tsubouchi Shōyō’s Interpretation of 
Titus Andronicus……Yasuko YOKOYAMA
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<Research Note>
Folktales Around ICU, 1991 (II) 
…………………… (ed.) Yasuyo MORIYA
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La construction binaire de quatre romans de 
Balzac I …………… Sumiko YAMAZAKI
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Role Symbolic Forms Play in Creating the 
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Blood Atonement: Violence in Mormonism 
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Le Hyakunin isshū: traduction et notes 
………………………… Sagami NIIKURA
A Japanese Nightingale Called Onoto 
Watanna: Womanhood and Japonisme in 
Turn-of-the-Century America 
………………………… Mariko D. MAEDA
English and English Literature Education in 
the Beginning of Sapporo Agricultural 
College ………… Masako MATSUZAWA
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de Balzac II ……… Sumiko YAMAZAKI
No. 28 (Nov. 1995)
In the Interface of Two Cultures 
………………………………… Ying ZENG
Connection and Alienation: A Comparative 
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No. 29 (Dec. 1996)
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<Review>
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………………………… Hiroshi TAKUBO
No. 31 (Dec. 1998)
Freewill and Determinism: Shelley’s 
Affinity with the Enlightenment 
………………………… Hiroshi TAKUBO
The Currencies and the Payment of Salaries in 
Sixteenth-Century Parma …Seishiro NIWA
An Interpretation of Reinhold Niebuhr’s 
Discussion of Democracy: System or 
Ethos? ………………………… Ken UEKI
Revolt and Equilibrium: A Comparative 
Study of George Orwell and Albert 
Camus on their Commitment in Nineteen 
Eighty-Four and L'Homme Révolté (Part 
Two) ………………… Miho TAKASHIMA
<Research Note>
A Re-interpretation of Weber’s Sekte in His 
Theoretical Works … Fumie SHIMOTORI
No. 32 (Mar. 2000)
On the Art and the Theory of Translation 
of Arthur Waley Represented in the 
“Ukifune” Chapter … Chiaki HATANAKA
Teaching Japanese in the UK: Importance of 
Socio-Cultural Dimensions 
……………………………… Yuri KOMORI
An Introduction to the Semantic Standpoints 
……………………… Kanji MATSUNAKA
<Review>
On the “Final Report of the MLA Committee 
on Professional Employment”: PMLA, 
vol.113 (Oct. 1998): 1154-1187; vol.114 (Mar. 
1999): 229-238. …………Hiroshi TAKUBO
No. 33 (Mar. 2001)
A Pious and Popular Paradox: The Reception 
of Mystery Plays in Fifteenth-Century 
England …………Tetsuhito MOTOYAMA
How the Ducal Chapel of Parma Acquired 
Jean d'Arras: Recruitment of a Flemish 
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Musician by an Italian Court 
…………………………… Seishiro NIWA
Fiction et devenir : la problématique de la 
littérature chez Deleuze 
………………………… Koji SUKEGAWA
The Current of Semantics: Particularly in 
Structural Linguistics  
……………………… Kanji MATSUNAKA
No. 34 (Mar. 2002)
Special Lecture: “The Rise of Modern 
Japanese Literature”  
……………………… Hikaru OKUIZUMI
From Blood to Wisdom: René Girard and 
the Question of Nonviolence 
………………… Kunihide MATSUTANI
Le dedans et le dehors du discours : 
Benveniste et la question de la sui-
référence et de la conversion 
………………………… Koji SUKEGAWA
The Kinship Terms in the Teaching of 
Japanese: An Analysis of Textbooks for 
Beginners ………………… Yuri KOMORI
Eating Meat, Seeking Modernity: Food and 
Imperialism in Late Nineteenth and Early 
Twentieth-Century Japan …Ayu MAJIMA
The Current of Semantics: Particularly in 
Cognitive Linguistics  
……………………… Kanji MATSUNAKA
No. 35 (Mar. 2003)
Voluntas extra gratiam: Luther und 
Spätscholastik ……… Yoko KAWAKUBO
Legacy of Anti-religious Movements in the 
Early 1930’s: A Study on the Works of 
Masaji Iwakura ……………Hazuki MORI
Oswald Croll and Helias Artista 
………………………… Amadeo MURASE
The Proposal of STS Linkages Theory 
………………………… Yuki HAGIWARA
<Research Note>
On Lexical Meanings and Translation: In 
Case of good ……… Kanji MATSUNAKA
<Lecture Summary>
War and Journalism …………Toru TAKEDA
<Summary of Summer Colloquium 2002>
“Revelation and Reason, Revisited”  
……………… Hisao TAKAGI, Ken UEKI,
and Yoko KAWAKUBO
No. 36 (Mar. 2004)
The Epistemological Foundation of 
Mutuality in Hobbes, Locke, and Hume 
…………………………… Naoki YAJIMA
How is the Appearance of the Others? 
………………………… Yuki HAGIWARA
Speaking for the Barbarian: Loss in J.M. 
Coetzee’s Foe …………… Yuka KOIZUMI
Paradoxe colonial dans le roman de voyage 
de Le Clézio ……………Hiroshi MATSUI
<Lecture Summary>
Rokurokubi from the Viewpoint of Comparative 
Culture …………… Yasuko YOKOYAMA
No. 37 (Mar. 2005)
Working out Transnetworking: Walter 
Benjamin’s Reflexive Philosophy of 
History ……………… Yuki HAGIWARA
An Analysis into the Translation of Japanese 
“Eel Sentences”: A Case Study of Chinese 
or English Speaking Japanese Language 
Learners ……………… Tomoko MISUMI
Issues in Implementing of Native Language 
(Mother Tongue) Education Policy (2001) 
in Taiwan ………… Ryuko TANIGUCHI
Remarks on Morphologically Visible Head υ 
in Japanese ………………Naoki KIMURA
Tea and Henry James’s ‘Scenic Method’ in 
The Awkward Age and The Spoils of Poynton 
…………………………… Haiyan ZHAN
Modern Germany and Bureaucracy: The 
Weber Brothers and Kafka 
……………………… Chikaho ASAKURA
Buraku Women in Postwar Japan and the 
Drafting of the Japanese Constitution 
………………………… Miyuki MORITA
<Research Note>
The Origin and Transformation of the Word 
“SHOKUMINCHI (colony)” 
…………………………… Yuji KAWAZOE
No. 38 (Mar. 2006)
Interdisciplinary Area Studies toward 
Safer Life: On Yanba Dam Issues in the 
Agatsuma River Basin …Yuki HAGIWARA
The Female Robinsonade: Muriel Spark’s 
Robinson and Jane Gardam’s Crusoe’s 
Daughter ………………… Yuka KOIZUMI
“Japaneseness” on Modern Japan 
Architecture and “New Photography” 
…………………………………… Yu KISHI
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No. 37 (Mar. 2005)
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“Eel Sentences”: A Case Study of Chinese 
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Issues in Implementing of Native Language 
(Mother Tongue) Education Policy (2001) 
in Taiwan ………… Ryuko TANIGUCHI
Remarks on Morphologically Visible Head υ 
in Japanese ………………Naoki KIMURA
Tea and Henry James’s ‘Scenic Method’ in 
The Awkward Age and The Spoils of Poynton 
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No. 38 (Mar. 2006)
Interdisciplinary Area Studies toward 
Safer Life: On Yanba Dam Issues in the 
Agatsuma River Basin …Yuki HAGIWARA
The Female Robinsonade: Muriel Spark’s 
Robinson and Jane Gardam’s Crusoe’s 
Daughter ………………… Yuka KOIZUMI
“Japaneseness” on Modern Japan 




Impression Management in Japanese Culture 
and Society: A Comparison of Japanese, 
American and German Interview 
Manuals …………………Richard E. Goetz
No. 39 (Mar. 2007)
<Special Lecture> “Three Decades of 
Comparative Culture: Achievements and 
Prospects” ……………… Koichi NAMIKI
Working out Transnetworking (2): A Focus on 
Walter Benjamin’s Philosophy of Language 
and Law ……………… Yuki HAGIWARA
A Study of Person Deixis in the Process of 
Fixation: A Case Study of a Family 
……………………………… Yuri KOMORI
Tea in The Story of The Stone: Meaning and 
Function ………………… Haiyan ZHAN
The Ainu on ‘Display’: Expositions and the 
Construction of Colonial Images in Early 
Twentieth Century Japan 
…………………………… Miyuki MORITA
<Research Note>
Wittgenstein and Music: A Study on the 
Cultural Basis of His Thinking 
……………………… Koichi NAKAMURA
No. 40 (Mar. 2008)
The Archaic Layer and Prehistory 
………………………… Yuki HAGIWARA
A Study on Ethical Issues in Medical 
Institutions: Hospital Ethics Committees 
as a Support of Immanence of Ethics 
………………………… Akinori YAMABE
La représentation de la ville dans La Jetée et 
Muriel comme la fissure de l’histoire 
…………………………… Shiho AZUMA
Dramatization of Tea in British Novels 
and Short Stories in the First Half of the 
Twentieth Century ……… Haiyan ZHAN
No. 41 (Mar. 2009)
The American Ideal Image in the Age of 
Science and Technology …Yoshitaka AOTO
Iwashima Hemp as a Traditional Industry: 
An Example of Reflexive Modernization 
in Japan ……………… Yuki HAGIWARA
Rectilinear Trajectory of Projectile in Impetus 
Theory ……………… Masaki YOSHIZOE
Genealogy of Dōke in the West 
……………………… Takehiko SHIMURA
Paintings in the Stoa Poikile: Athenian Large 
Paintings, War and Myth in 5th Century 
B.C. …………… Kyoichiro YAMAGUCHI
Caliban, Caraïbe, cannibale : un cannibalisme 
littéraire de La Tempête de Shakespeare par 
Aimé Césaire ………… Hiroshi MATSUI
Nostalgic Evocations: Shirley Jackson, Kono 
Taeko and the Uncanny 
……………………… Samantha LANDAU
Hiroshima Reconstructed, Even Though 
Locality Was Sacrificed ……… Yu KISHI
No. 42 (Mar. 2010)
The Development of Manifest Destiny in 
20th Century America: The Sputnik Crisis 
and Apollo Program ……Yoshitaka AOTO
“Parallel” and “Additive” Conjunctive 
Expressions in Different Text Types: 
Focusing on Various Magazines  
……… Tassawan CHONGPENSUKLERT
The Fate of “L’Etranger” in Modern Japan: 
Toward a Re-evaluation of Yone Noguchi 
………………………… Ayako HOSHINO
From “Quicksand” to “Absolute Truth”: 
Changing View of “Reality” and Memory 
in the Plays of Harold Pinter 
………………………… Shiro YOSHIOKA
No. 43 (Mar. 2011)
Rebuilding the Exhausted Community: The 
Current Situations and Issues of Conflicts 
over Yanba Dam ………Yuki HAGIWARA
The Udon Economy: Food and Tourism in 
Kagawa Prefecture ……… Teneal JONES
The Heroic Image of the Space Age: 
American Ethos and Its Future in the 
1960s …………………… Yoshitaka AOTO
Le travail du chiffonnier dans les images 
urbaines de Chris Marker…Shiho AZUMA
Uncanny Houses, Sinister Homes: A Study 
of the Motif of the House in Gothic 
Literature ………… Samantha LANDAU
Le marronnage reconsidéré dans L’esclave 
vieil homme et le molosse de Patrick 
Chamoiseau ………… Hiroshi MATSUI
No. 44 (Mar. 2012)
Taketori Monogatari as Fiction …Mika SAITO
The Life and Theology of Reverend Osamu 
Taira: A Christian Response during the 
U.S. Administration of Okinawa (1945-
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1972) ……………………… Mikio MIYAGI
Die Frage nach dem Sein und die 
Vereinzelung in Sein und Zeit 
………………………………… Yuki ISODA
No. 45 (Mar. 2013)
Home of the Heart: the Modern Origins of 
Furusato …………Lindsay R. MORRISON
The Menstrual Closet: Analysis of the 
Representation of Menstruation in 
Japanese and Colombian Advertisements 
for Feminine Hygiene Products 
……………… Juliana BURITICA ALZATE
<Research Note>




かけた国際詩人』 (Yone Noguchi: Yume 
wo Oikaketa Kokusai-Shijin), 彩流社 
(Sairyu-sha), 2012. ………… Robert ONO
Okado, Masakatsu (ed.). 『新生活運動と日
本の戦後──敗戦から1970 年代』 (Shin 
Seikatsu Undō to Nihon no Sengo: 
Haisen kara 1970 Nendai), 日本経済評論
社 (Nihon Keizai Hyouronsha), 2012. 
………………………… Soichi TSUCHIYA
No. 46 (Mar. 2014)
Les choses, le sommeil, les mots : l’espace 
onirique de Jules Supervielle 
……………………………… Sonoko SATO
Earth-opening Poseidon: Descriptions in 
Eikones II.14, 16, 17  
………………… Kyoichiro YAMAGUCHI
The Act of Faith and Vision: Analysis of 
Two “Moon” Speeches Made by John F. 
Kennedy ……………… Yoshitaka AOTO
“Erkenntnis Gottes” in Karl Barth’s The 
Epistle to the Romans: A Comparative 
Study of the First and Second Editions 
……………………………… Rina KIMURA
Paul Tillich’s Theology and Rollo May’s 
Existential Psychotherapy 
……………………… Kazuki WAKAYAMA
A Study of the Imperial Composition 
Yomonoumi ……… Mitsunori G. HOMMA
<Translation>
Kajii Motojirō, Poet of Darkness: Four 
Translations and a Commentary “Blue 
Sky,” “The Story of the Bamboo Water 
Pipe,” “Underneath the Cherry Trees,” 
and “A Picture Scroll of Darkness” 
…………………… Lindsay R. MORRISON
No. 47 (Mar. 2015)
Gelett Burgess’s “lark-ness” as a Crucial 
Element for Yone Noguchi’s Success 
………………………… Ayako HOSHINO
Pragmatic Cultural Accommodation: A 
Study of Matteo Ricci’s Chinese Works 
………………………… Paula ESGUERRA
<Research Note>
“Notes on Religious Subjects by K. Uchida” 
1879: Reprint ……………Kazuko MIYATA
<Translation>
Karl Barth’s Der Römerbrief (1919), 1 Kapitel: 
Japanese Translation and Annoted 
Bibliography ………………Rina KIMURA
No. 48 (Jan. 2016)
Ohsui Arai’s Concept of Spiritual Thoughts 
in His Original Theology: In Comparison 
with Daisetz T. Suzuki’s ‘Spirituality’ 
………………………………… Rika NASU
<Research Note>
Guides in Roman Period and Their Role in 
Plutarch’s de Pythiae Oraculis 
………………… Kyoichiro YAMAGUCHI
<Translation>
Shaftesbury’s A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm: 
Japanese Translation and Explanatory 
Notes (Part 1) …………… Motoi SUGAYA
No. 49 (Jan. 2017)
A Study of Akutagawa Ryunosuke’s 
Kōryōmu ………………………Yinping XIE
Compassionate Gaze: A Study of Kaneko 
Mitsuharu’s IL Vis-à-vis His Earlier Work 
…………………………… Ryota SAKURAI
<Translation>
Shaftesbury’s A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm: 
Japanese Translation and Explanatory 
Notes (Part 2) …………… Motoi SUGAYA
